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Motivation
 Extreme event attribution studies, such as the CLIVAR C20C+ project (Stone 

et al., 2019), often rely heavily on numerical models (e.g. Community Earth 
System Model, CESM).

 Modeling uncertainty remains poorly understood in the context of simulated 
extremes and attribution studies.

 Perturbed physics within the CESM is know to affect weather and climate 
extremes (e.g. Qian et al. 2015, Kooperman et al., 2018)

 Important questions:

i) Are extremes (precip. / temp. / other) sensitive to perturbed physics, and would sensitivity 
lead to increased uncertainty in attribution statements, such as those based on risk ratios?

ii) Can we explore this issue with a large ensemble, and apply surrogate modeling / machine 
learning methods to formally this question?



Output extremes for event attribution
 Extreme event attribution studies often compute a “risk ratio” (e.g. 

Angelil et al., 2017).

 Clearly, uncertainty induced in either the red or blue histograms could 
affect the mean estimate of the risk ratio (RR), or its uncertainty.

 Estimation of the tails of these histograms can be done in a number of 
ways: counting events, high quantiles of continuous variables, fitted 
parameterised extreme value distributions.



Parameterisation uncertainty in extremal output

 We proposed to design and run a large perturbed physics ensemble 
using CESM, largely following Qian et al. 2015, in order to evaluate 
the effects of uncertain physics parameterisations on estimation of 
relevant extremes, and associated risk ratios.

 The ensemble predominantly spans the period of time (2010 to 2013) 
for a number of events (~50) described in the early attribution 
literature, typically reported in BAMS (see e.g. Angelil et al., 2017)

 The ensemble was run during 2017 / 2018 at the U.S. Department of 
Energy's National Energy Research Scientific Computing Center 
(NERSC https://www.nersc.gov/)



PPE: Design



Design Summary

 CAM5 / CLM4 (AMIP) @ ~1 degree global spatial resolution

 C20C+ configuration (“All-Hist” + “Nat-Hist” runs), Stone et al. (2019)

 Physics perturbations via atmospheric convection processes (deep / 
shallow convection, cloud fraction). Parameters on next slide.

 150 PPE members, spanning Oct 2010 to Oct 2013 and comprising ~28 to 
42 initial condition (IC) sub-member realisations (Oct 2010 to Oct 2013).

 Each PPE member therefore comprises between ~50 and 100 years and  
approximately 11,000 years per scenario (All-Hist + Nat-Hist runs).



2 years spin-up
Nat-Hist (1) / All-Hist (1)

Default parameters

2007 -> 2009 2007 -> 2009
Spin-up Nat-Hist Spin-up All-Hist
(1 member) (1 member)

2009 / 01 -> 2010 / 10 2009 / 01 -> 2010 / 10
(150 PPE members) (150 PPE members)

2010 / 10 -> 2013 / 10 2010 / 10 -> 2013 / 10
(150 PPE x 28 IC) (150 PPE x 28 IC)

= 2 x 11,000 years



 Parameters known to induce variability (E.g. Qian et al. 2015)

Experiment design: CAM parameters



Experiment design: Hypercube configuration
 Latin hypercube (7-D) over parameters.

 Allows for “design expansion” if new points 
in the design space are required later (e.g. 
for greater space filling or validation).

 Figure to the left: an example of 2-D “k-
extended Latin hypercube” (Williamson, 
2015)

2-variable design comprises 9 mutually orthogonal 
hypercubes.

Not all sub-hypercubes are necessarily required thus 
a “staged” approach can optimise resources.



Examples of output visualisation:
Total precipitation (PRECT)



Visualisation summary
 Projection of global output (DJF, 2011 / 2012) against parameters reveals structural 

dependence (or lack of dependence) on parameterisation.

 The following slides (1-4) show projections of output (PRECT, y-axis: mean, 
variance, Q95, max) against parameter “tau” (CAPE timescale, x-axis) for:

1) Global ocean surface

2) Global land surface

3) South American continent

4) United States

 Blue circles correspond to Nat-Hist runs, and red crosses to All-Hist runs (points 
may be difficult to distinguish apart).

 Observe the variability in structural dependence across the various summary 
statistics (mean, variance, Q95, max) by geographic area.



1) Ocean surface

Total precip. (mm / day)

 Strong dependence for 
variance and Q95.





2) Land surface

Total precip. (mm / day)

 Dependence evident for 
all summaries.





3) South America

Total precip. (mm / day)

 Dependence evident for 
all summaries.





4) United States

Total precip. (mm / day)

 Minimal dependence.





Emulation and Uncertainty / Sensitivity 
Analysis



Initial emulation approach:

 We require sensitivity analysis for “extreme” quantities (e.g. Q95) and Risk 
Ratios in order to attribute the variance components to different sources:

Physics parameters

Internal variability

 Sensitivity analysis requires efficient methods based on surrogate models.

 Gaussian process (GP) based emulators tested in the first instance (e.g. 
Oakely & O'Hagan, 2004).

 Emulation “marginally” by grid cell (no geospatial dependence) fitted “in 
bulk” using maximum a posteriori estimation for emulator hyperparameters.

 R packages used “DiceKriging”.



Results: Global mean and variance Q90 and Q999 PRECT

 With emulators fitted and validated, ensemble mean and total variance is computed 
at each grid cell. Physics parameter values are sampled from a uniform distribution 
spanning 90% of design coverage (0.05 to 0.95 parameter range)

 The following slides (1-2) show for DJF (2010 to 2013), All-Hist (AH) only:

1) Q90 PRECT 5-day, mean (left panels) and variance (right panels)

2) Q999 PRECT 5-day, mean (left panels) and variance (right panels)

 Lower panels have equatorial region masked, to show structure at higher latitudes.

 Equatorial regions show dramatic variability in precipitation owing to poor 
representation of atmospheric processes (convection).

 Observe mean / variance ratio is larger for Q90 than Q999.







Sensitivity analysis: Global results



Sensitivity analysis details:
 We require sensitivity analysis for “extreme” quantities (e.g. Q90, Q99, Q99.9) 

and corresponding Risk Ratios based upon All-Hist and Nat-Hist ensembles, in 
order to attribute the variance components to different sources:

Internal variability, physics parameters, climate scenario (for RR), ...

 R packages used “DiceKriging” and “sensitivity” (sobolGP).

 Many questions remain:

Can we emulate accurately into the extremes (e.g. Q90, Q999)?

Can the GP model adequately represent internal variability? (Not yet examined in detail)

Can we identify limits on detection of sensitivity of (e.g. Q90) to physics parameters, 
given internal variability? (E.g. how many simulated years do we need).

Can we 



Some sensitivity analysis (can it work?)
 Following slides (1-2) show Sobol indices: proportion of variance attributable to each 

parameter (computed for 6 physics parameters) for:

1) Q99.9 PRECT 5-day DJF (2010 to 2013), All-Hist (AH) only

2) RR90 (left panel) RR99 (right panel) PRECT 5-day DJF (2010 to 2013)

 Where RRX is the risk ratio estimated by computing the X %ile from the Nat-Hist 
simulations, couting daily exceedences in the Nat-Hist and All-Hist, and taking the ratio.

 GP Emulators fitted to QX and RRx, and sensitivity::SobolGP R package applied, with 
uniform prior over 90% (0.05 to 0.95) of parameter value range.

 Grid cells with dots denote statistical significance of Sobol indices.

 Somewhat expensive at scale (1000s processors x few hours).

 Observe that risk ratio (RR90) appears to show sensitivity to perturbed physics in some 
tropical and equatorial regions, but total variance (not shown) is quite small.







What about temperature (or other variables)?
 Not ready yet!

 Following slides (1-2) show:

1) Q90 TSMX 3-day (surface temperature) JJA (2010 to 2013), All-Hist (AH) only

2) Total variance RR90 TSMX 3-day (top panel), equator masked (bottom panel)

 The risk ratio appears to be sensitive to perturbed physics in equatorial / tropical regions, 
although total variance is quite small.







Ensemble data is available to access! Please contact me with ideas or requests!

 Initial application of readily deployable tools (GP emulators and sensitivity analysis methods) shows 
promise.

 Sensitivity of a risk ratio to perturbed physics implies interaction between climate scenario and perturbed 
physics. Preliminary results suggests that, for CESM, this may be the case in convectively active regions 
(tropics / ocean). Therefore, attribution statements based on derived risk ratios could be affected in such 
regions. (Note however that representation of sub-grid scale convective processes is poor in then tropics.)

 Many open questions remain:

Detailed examination of how emulators capture internal variability is required.

Emulator refinement  “borrowing strength” through spatial modeling?

Can other machine learning / AI methods be applied effectively?

Focus on specific attribution events / studies to establish limits of detectability of effects of perturbed 
physics ( -> augmentation of design or additional replicates).

Conclusions (so far)
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Basic emulator formulation
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